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welcome
to the ester & erik universe of exclusive 

candles, made in Denmark.
An ester & erik candle is an aesthetic 

statement, creating a unique 
atmosphere at any event. 





colours create personality
We love diversity, and therefore we have 
created, developed and refined a wide range 
of colours and unique designs. There are no 
limits – every season, every holiday and
every event can have its own colour palett.
We are convinced that colours create per-
sonality and are the starting point for a very 
special atmosphere in any room.



classic  elegant
We call on the world to accommodate and 
embrace diversity, and therefore we deliver 
unique products, that comes in different 
colours and shapes. 

Every single candle is as beautiful on the 
inside as it is on the outside. The aesthetic 
expression brings this beauty to life and in-
spires the surroundings to unfold creatively.











taper candles
Our classic taper candles are the foundati-
on of ester & erik. It was the first product we 
created and today it stands out as the fabu-
lous example of our absolute bestseller.





cone candles
Our cone candles are very elegant with a 
pure and classic shape. The cone cand-
le was created as a decoration candle for 
Christmas. However, we soon realised the 
cone candle had become a popular interior 
candle for use all year round.



cylindrical candles
Our cylindrical candles have a special pla-
ce in our heart. In theory, this type of cand-
le was not possible to make due to the way 
we create candles using our dipping pro-
cess. However, 24 years ago, Erik, through 
dedication and stubbornness proved that in 
spite what everyone told him, we can inde-
ed make cylindrical dipped candles. 







slim candles
The slim candle has been around for 
hundreds of years in many forms and sizes. 
We have with our own interpretation made 
a stylish slim candle, which fits most of the 
modern and classical candleholders. Like all 
the candles from ester & erik, the slim candle 
also has the famous conic shaped bottom 
and is of course also self-extinguishing.





pillar candles
Our classic pillar candles create the cosiest 
moments inside every home. Because we 
are able to make them in our huge colour 
palett of more than 80 colours, they fit into 
any situation.





colours turn into scents
ester & erik have brought together our love of colours with the emotion of 
beautiful aromas in order to write a new chapter of the ester & erik universe.



scented candles             
   diffusers
The new range creates a bridge between 
fragrances and colours, between use-
ful and clever designs making them last 
beyond their initial purpose.

The ceramic jars are handmade and the 
colours selected from our candle palette to 
match each fragrance. Our fragrances have 
been made by Emmanuel Martini, a world 
renowned perfumer who works exclusively 
with ester & erik.







reusable
Our strategy of environmental sustainability is especially emp-
hasized in our fragrance collection, where we’ve made all parts 
of the product reusable. We designed the lid to be used as a 
stylish candleholder for our pillar and taper candles and the spe-
cially designed ceramic jar is suitable as a vase or jewelry box.



accessories
Our elegant candleholder holds a very spe-
cial meaning for us. It was created by Erik 
26 years ago, for his and Ester’s 25th wed-
ding anniversary. Today this elegant holder 
is an excellent example of the understated 
and elegant Danish design philosophy and 
has become a bestseller loved by many 
of our customers. The candleholders and 
accessories are available in many beautiful 
finishes and has later been complemented 
by a smaller version for our slim candles 
and some special plates for our cone and 
pillar candles.







All ester & erik candles are exclusively 
made on our factory in Denmark. Each cot-
ton wick is carefully dipped several times in 
warm paraffin wax of the finest quality, until 
a beautiful candle is made. The dipping 
technique and the high quality of all com-
ponents used, ensure a beautiful candle 
with a clean and steady flame, which slowly 
and elegantly burns down without smoke or 
drips, eventually extinguishing itself before it 
reaches the holder.



We love diversity, and we have therefore 
created, developed and refined a wide ran-
ge of colors and unique designs. There are 
no limits – every season, every holiday and 
every event has its own color palett.  







In 1987, Ester and Erik Møller founded the company ester & erik, which 
today is a highly regarded brand in the interior world.

Quality and craftsmanship have always been keywords for ester & erik 
and our timeless candle designs never go out of fashion, which is exactly 
why our classic products have been around for so long.







made in Denmark


